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Summary of Proceedings:  

 

I. Welcome and Introductions 

 

Ed O’Donnell welcomed everyone and outlined the workshop agenda. He explained that the day’s 

proceedings were designed to gather feedback from the development community on regulatory barriers 

to Complete Communities development efforts in Delaware. This input will be brought forward to 

subsequent workshops with code enforcement officials and regulators, after which the process will 

culminate in a Fall Summit open to all participants. 

 

II. Presentation on Complete Communities

Marcia Scott reviewed the Complete Communities project to date. Activities in 2012 included the 

selection of two pilot communities, Elsmere and Milford, where workshops were conducted to gather 

input on elements of a Complete Community, community design preferences, and community-specific 

issues. She also briefly described the November 2012 Complete Communities Summit and the work 
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underway in 2013 on Phase II: a series of three workshops on regulatory barriers beginning with today’s 

session, an online planning toolbox, and a Summit to be held in fall 2013.  

 

In addition, Marcia went over the national and economic context for the need to move towards 

Complete Communities in Delaware. Factors around housing demand are shifting; National Association 

of Realtors® (NAR) statistics show that due to the needs of aging Boomers and the Millennial 

generation, consumer demand for walkable, transit-served communities featuring multi-use development 

is far outstripping supply. Meanwhile, economic changes connected to new technologies and 

globalization trends are realigning housing markets with a newly valuable sense of place; this 

placemaking trend has to do with lifestyle goals such as being part of a strong social fabric that has a 

home in public space, enjoying access to a variety of recreation and destination options, and spending 

less time commuting. 

 

Workshop participants commented that as these national trends surface in Delaware, a need is 

emerging, for example, for single-family dwellings to be repurposed, a practice often prevented by 

current zoning. Marcia Scott commented that this need to improve flexibility in housing stock is a great 

example of a barrier standing in the way of complete community development in Delaware, and that the 

precise aim of today’s workshop was to elicit comments and encourage discussion on such topics. 

 

Ted Patterson then presented the results of the survey distributed to members of development 

associations in Delaware prior to the workshop. He noted that realtors were the most heavily represented 

profession among responses, that respondents tended to work primarily in New Castle and Sussex 

counties, and that they were primarily occupied with residential projects. He expressed an aim to 

increase feedback in future from those pursuing commercially-oriented development activity as well as 

those working primarily in Kent County. 

 

Breakdown of Survey Results 

Respondents’ Professions 

Builder Realtor Land Developer Engineer Architect Total 

9 29 5 11 9 63 

14% 46% 9% 17% 14% 100% 

Respondents’ Locations of Primary Activity 

Wilmington New Castle County Kent County Sussex County Total 

2 31 6 24 63 

3% 49% 10% 38% 100% 

Respondents’ Primary Type of Development or Related Service 

Residential Commercial Industrial Mixed Use Infill/Brownfield Total 

39 16 0 8 0 63 

62% 25% 0% 13% 0% 100% 
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III. Break-Out Group Discussions 

 

Next, workshop participants formed break-out groups according to professional background (those 

active in more than one field were invited to self-select). These groups were asked to identify and 

provide examples of the top barriers to Complete Communities development, and discuss how these 

obstacles can be realistically addressed in Delaware. Each break-out group provided detailed feedback 

on these questions. 

 

A. Home Builders (Facilitator: Ted Patterson) 

 

Issue:   Timing uncertainty, logistical problems 

Details:  Redundant processes, unresponsive agency members, difficulty obtaining access permits, 

and required changes at the eleventh hour make the DelDOT review process, among 

others, too lengthy.  

Results:  Delayed tax revenue for governments, increased project costs and consumer prices, and 

impacts on occupancy due to delayed certificates. 

Examples:  One developer noted experiencing a groundless two-month delay.  

Solutions:  Requirements need to be made clear and consistent, early on. 

 

Issue:  Financial risk 

Details: Higher risks are inherent in “complete community-type” development project concepts. 

Costs are also increasing due to increasingly strict, inflexible building code revisions 

(new IRC/IECC restrictions). 

Results: Developers become wary of taking on undue risk (i.e., on unique features, complete 

communities concepts) and pass increased costs on to the consumer. 

Solutions: A consistent, reasonable, flexible building code would be helpful. 

 

Issue:  Fee impacts 

Details: Problems include high government fees and impact fees; inconsistent fee structures 

among jurisdictions; inequities in fee distributions (e.g., problems shared by old and new 

Top Regulatory Barriers according to Survey Responses 

Home Builders: 

1. Local land development review process 

2. Infrastructure improvements 

3. Environmental regulations 

 Realtors: 

1. Redundant processes 

2. Zoning code issues 

3. Building code inconsistencies 

Land Developers: 

1. Subdivision/land development ordinance issues 

2. Fire codes 

3. Traffic impact studies (TIS) 

4. Access permits  

Engineers: 

1. Local land development review process 

2. Subdivision/land development ordinance issues 

3. Traffic impact studies (TIS) 

4. Environmental regulations  

Architects: 

1. Local land development review process 

2. Building code inconsistencies among jurisdictions 

3. Parking requirements 

4. Environmental regulations 

Aggregate: 

1. Local land development and review process 

2. Subdivision/land development ordinance issues 

3. Building code inconsistencies 

4. Environmental regulations 
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housing projects, but fees levied only for new projects); and the challenge of apportioning 

amenity fees (Home Owners Association fees? If so, how much, and when? Do 

developers pay at front end, or do homeowners on the back end?) 

Results: Development is seen as a government revenue source, not the foundation of the 

community; the environment for new development becomes difficult; potential projects 

become too expensive for developers to pursue; development is incentivized in 

unincorporated (fee-free) areas. 

 

Issue:  Communication Problems 

Details: State agencies and even units within the same agency (i.e., DelDOT) do not communicate 

with one another during process. Also, see TIMING, above. 

Results: Burdensome and inefficient processes. 

Solutions: Routine intra- and inter-agency communication needed. Liaising with a single project 

point-person would very much preferable to dealing with multiple agency contacts. 

 

Issue:  NIMBY Politics 

Details: Zoning restrictions prohibit or restrain desired types of development (i.e., in towns). 

Officials are swayed by small number of angry constituents / unbalanced news media. 

Results: Disproportionate influence/faulty reasoning over regulatory decisions and code revisions. 

Solutions: More balanced media coverage; reliance on standard procedure rather than politics. 

  Does the state need to move in, in some cases, on county rights (e.g. access, setbacks)? 

 

B. Realtors (Facilitator: Marcia Scott) 

 

Issue:   Timing of permit processing 

Details:  Permitting for new construction is painstaking and full of redundant processes. 

Solutions:  Possibly impose deadlines for permit review. Prepare Master Plans because they are 

easier to review/approve. Review/streamline current regulations. 

Examples:  Stormwater review purview: who has the authority in New Castle County (NCC) - 

DelDOT, NCC Conservation District, and/or DNREC? 

 

Issue:   Finance: Pricing 

Details:  Costs (TIS, permitting, impact fees, financing, transfer taxes) prohibitive overall. 

Results:  Drives up the costs of affordable homes (which can paradoxically already be more 

expensive per unit to build than upmarket housing features [e.g., soundproofing]) 

Solutions:  Mitigate costs by rewriting Euclidean zoning codes that isolate uses. Private/public 

sectors should collaborate to establish “Smart Growth,” mixed-use districts. 

Examples:  In Dover, C-1 allows mixed-use commercial/lower-density residential, while C-4 allows 

high-density commercial/residential. 

 

Issue:  Incentives 

Details:  Retirees are flocking to southern Delaware. They bring with them a distinct community 

and distinct needs, both now and in future. 

Results:  Residents with a strong community presence/political participation and fixed incomes, 

who need to age in place, and will live 7-10 years beyond their driving careers. 
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Solutions:  Address high costs of regulatory pressures. Government needs to evaluate reasons for 

influx and new resident needs, consider universal design options and streamline codes to 

allow “by-right” uses (which are favored over conditional uses). 

 

Issue:   Regulations: Piecemeal approach to barriers 

Details:  Governor’s Executive Order No. 36 requires statewide agency-wide reviews to 

identify/remove regulatory hurdles.   

Results:  State agencies are conducting internal workshops (agency-by-agency). 

Solutions:  Take a comprehensive review approach instead. State & local governments need to 

reevaluate and eliminate redundancies instead of growing the body of regulations.  

 

Issue:   Regulations: Septic systems/watershed management 

Details:  EPA Chesapeake Bay cleanup is bringing major proposed revisions to septic regulations.   

Results:  Pre-treatment units on all new & replacement septic systems, inspection every 3 years. 

Confusion: pre-sale inspections required? 

Solutions:  Incentivize growth in “growth zones” instead of areas not served by a waste water 

system. 

 

Issue:   Regulations: Building code inconsistencies   

Details:  Local governments adopt model international (ICC) or national (BOCA) building codes. 

Results:  Needs of local context/smaller jurisdictions are poorly served. (e.g., sprinklers in SFHs.) 

Solutions:  Periodic review of local government codes.  Modify, streamline, expand and/or repeal 

irrelevant provisions to improve effectiveness and reduce regulatory burdens. 

 

Issue:   Regulations: DelDOT 

Details:  DelDOT subdivision streets and state highway access regulations justify the need for TIS 

and roadway safety/efficiency analyses. 

Results:  Overall project costs are increased by burdensome requirements, an overlong review 

process and the involvement of third-party reviewers who lack regulatory knowledge. 

Solutions:  Redefine TIS as Transportation Impact Studies to recognize varieties of development 

impacts beyond traffic impact. Level of service (LOS) can include other transportation 

modes. 

 

C. Land Developers (Facilitator: Jessica Graham) 

 

Issue:   Timing 

Details:  Processes are too slow and incorporate revisions throughout. 

Results:  Costly, inconveniently timed changes in elevations, sidewalks, etc. Timing is also   

  compromised, with access permits held hostage until an agency obtains desired revisions. 

Examples:  DelDOT is most often mentioned. A 2-year rezoning process was also brought up.  

Solutions:  A flexible, common sense approach is needed that reduces wasted time and work and  

  finds procedural efficiencies while preserving agency priorities. 
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Issue:   Incentives for infill/redevelopment 

Details: Market setbacks have been experienced with infill/mixed-use projects. Prevalent single- 

  use zoning is still also a major barrier to undertaking infill. 

Results:  Chicken and egg situation with building amenities vs. attracting consumers. Towns can  

  be reluctant to infill until market trends are clear and undeniable. 

Solutions: Better incentives are needed for redevelopment. (TIS/slow speed and revisions to 

DelDOT approvals are current DISincentives.) 

 

Issue:   Regulations: Logistics and efficiency 

Details:  Too many agencies/governments are dealing with developers and with each other =  

  “Too many cooks”, e.g., coordinating multimodal access.  

Results:  When agencies contradict each other, confusion, paralysis and inefficiency are the result. 

Solutions: Some towns are easier to work with and can offer best practices because they are both 

aware of and actively working on more flexible zoning, infill, and mixed-use 

development, densification, parking concessions etc. One point-person/liaison needs to be 

designated per agency, per project. 

Examples:  Newark is a model (finding workable solutions, e.g., balancing parking vs. density/use). 

 

Issue:   Regulations: Stability and predictability 

Details:  Common and chronic lacks of predictability, regulatory certainty, and stability of basic 

administrative  orientation.  

Results:  Development community is more risk-averse due to heightened regulatory uncertainty.  

Conflict erupts between interest groups (e.g., civic groups, county executive, lawsuits), 

and governance via court case can result. 

Solutions: More predictability is needed. Master planning would be preferable to the current 

piecemeal, case by case approach (redevelopment, walkways/bikeways, etc.) 

 

D. Engineers (Facilitator: Tyler Berl) 

 

Issue:   Timing: efficiency and certainty of project reviews 

Details:  The land use review process is cumbersome and unpredictable on all levels. PLUS  

  process reviews produce boilerplate, irrelevant comments. Interpretations of ambiguous  

  codes differ between and within agencies. Input is sought from so many agencies that  

  initial approval takes >6 weeks; timeframes double if comments need addressing. 

Results:  Costly, lengthy development timeframes make many projects non-viable. Approvals from 

  one level can face objections on the same code issue from the next level or agency. 

Examples:  DelDOT road structure regulations vs. state-wide subdivision regulations for the same. 

  Also, floodplain / swamp provisions are needed in New Castle County, but stormwater  

  regulations differ across state agencies and municipalities. 

Solutions: Streamline the review process; cut overlapping reviews. More consistent standards and  

  relevant, tailored regulations at all levels will produce greater predictability. 

 

Issue:  Regulations: changes case-by-case and over time 

Details: Engineers spend much of their time explaining new/project-specific regulatory changes  

  to developers. Regulations may even change mid-project. 
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Results: Constant flux leads to uncertainty and risk-averse decision-making. Mid-project changes 

lead to increasing project time and cost. 

Solutions: Regulatory predictability, i.e., stormwater, ADA. 

 

Issue:  Regulations: unfairness 

Details: Changeable fees and requirements from project to project. Similar standards are applied 

  to projects of different sizes, ignoring economies of scale and exponentially different  

  community/environmental impacts. 

Results: Unfair, disproportionate fees for Off Site Improvement requirements by final area   

  developer compared to previous projects in the area. 

Solutions: Establishing predictable, fitting, state-wide standards that are both based on project scale  

  as well as transferable from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

 

E. Architects (Facilitator: Jeremy Rothwell) 

 

Issue:  Finance: state funding strategies 

Details: State agency subsidies for projects in Level 3 and 4 service areas. 

Results: Incentivized Level 3 and 4 area growth; in effect, sprawl by design. 

Solutions: Stop Level 3/4 subsidies. Penalize development outside Level 1 or 2 service areas. (This  

   may include developer payments for infrastructure improvements.) 

 

Issue:  Market: traditions 

Details: Chicken/egg scenario – density needed to grow market for amenities, civic-type   

  amenities needed to sell development.  

Results: Developers construct and pay for infrastructure (at a loss). 

 

Issue:  Market: consumer confidence 

Details: It can be difficult for consumers to visualize complete community development’s 

finished product. Misconceptions based on older notions of densification may arise. 

Results: Consumer unfamiliarity with likely ROI over time for i.e., sustainable greenfield   

  development. Also, commercial development is still based on drive-by, not walk-by/  

  multi-modal visibility. 

Solutions: The complete community process needs to be accelerated to allow for its display to 

consumers. 

Examples: Kentlands (Maryland) and Seaside (Florida) took 20 years + to develop.  

 

Issue:  Regulations: auto-centric inflexibility 

Details: Parking requirements (per unit mandate for parking spaces per square foot of commercial 

  space or residential unit) are outdated and ignore multi-modality. 

Solutions: TIS needs to be more holistic (multi-modal ‘transportation’ impact studies). A more 

flexible, formula-based approach could take other transportation modes into account 

redefine parking requirements as mobility requirements, and incorporate trade-offs, e.g. 

50 parking spaces waived for 1 bus stop, or 10 spaces waived for 1 ZipCar space. 
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Issue:  Regulations: fire code rigidity. 

Details: Fire Marshals have limited view of health and safety, i.e., mandating wide streets &  

  turning radii to accommodate fire & rescue vehicles. 

Results: Meanwhile, dangers such as high vehicle speeds are overlooked (research is conclusive  

  that pedestrian deaths are more likely at vehicle speeds >30 mph). 

Solutions: Fire Marshals need to be more holistic in planning for health and safety in Delaware. 

 

Issue:  Regulations: rigid zoning, lack of creativity 

Details: Present zoning and building codes are inflexible in regulating uses (‘stick’ instead of  

  ‘carrot’ approach) and encourage building to the minimum standard only. 

Results: Lack of incentives for better quality, creative design, or flexibility with uses.  

Solutions: Transition needed from use regulation to form regulation. Allow developers to base  

  traditional neighborhood-style development proposals on Form-Based Codes. More  

  carrot incentives needed to stimulate creativity and uniqueness (less stick). 

 

IV.  Large-Group Facilitated Discussion 

 

Ed O’Donnell then facilitated a large-group discussion of the points raised in each break-out 

group. The following topics were emphasized in the discussion that followed, however, they do not 

equate to “group consensus.”  A variety of opinions on issues were documented and provided in this 

document. 

 

Lack of Standardization: A number of participants noted the impact of the lack of standard procedure. 

Inconsistently applied regulations and case-by-case approaches to state agency reviews; lack of 

standardized fee structures, or lack of the standard application of the same; subjective, politically 

influenced decisions and regulations changing mid-project; all of these threaten project viability and 

communicate to stakeholders that government efforts remain unfocused and revenues-driven. 

Consistency and timeliness are crucial to smart and successful development; this applies to both the 

review process as well as to zoning and subdivision ordinances.  

 

Discussion was animated about how to achieve this. Some felt that review and approval 

processes could be abbreviated if architects and engineers were penalized for ensuing code violations. 

Others debated how then to manage differing code interpretations. The institution of firm deadlines for 

approvals was brought up, as was designating a specific and discrete project authority within an agency. 

Master planning was broached as a potential solution, along with establishing certain precedents or best 

practices to be followed industry-wide. Overall, a number of participants noted that regulation-specified 

processes needing to be driven by results rather than by methodology. 

 

Inefficiency: The PLUS process was cited as an example of a slow, cumbersome process featuring 

unresponsive officials and unexplained delays. Often, progress is accomplished only by one level of 

government pressuring another to act on certain priorities. This does not encourage a standardized 

approach; instead, the standard approach is lengthy and inefficient, and efficiencies are the exception 

rather than the rule.  
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Problems and Solutions Specific to DelDOT: Both the ‘T’ in TIS and the DelDOT funding model 

make their studies auto-centric in nature. Redefinition of the ‘T’ is needed to allow fairer evaluation of 

development issues that are multi-modal transportation- rather than traffic-related. This will allow 

greater focus on pedestrian-friendly, complete communities and more appropriate funding models. 

There was some debate as to the appropriateness of TIS for redevelopment; it was depicted as a 

disincentive to infill on the one hand and a much-needed feature of such proposals on the other (i.e. at 

the Barley Mill site). Meanwhile, too many middle managers at DelDOT are reviewing site plans and 

development proposals without communicating, sometimes creating paralysis and confusion by 

contradicting each other. This problem has grown over time. 

 

Local Codes: Local governments need to revise their building and zoning codes to tailor them to local 

needs rather than simply imitating urban patterns, for example. Building codes need to be reasonable, 

flexible, consistent, big-picture, and right-sized for Delawarean population densities. 

 

Local Training/Trained Support: There was agreement that municipalities and small towns in 

Delaware lack the resources for planning staff but could benefit from more big-picture planning. The 

group discussed how know-how can be delivered effectively locally, whether by private consultants, 

academic consulting, or circuit rider planners from state agencies. Various options for assigning 

accountability for planning were discussed, including more locally managed planning and even locally 

organized financing of infrastructure; alternately, master planning or regional planning was also 

advanced as a solution to inconsistencies and overlaps. 

 

Developer-Provided Amenities / Infrastructure Improvements: Attendees agreed overall that state 

requirements for provision of amenities and/or infrastructure add to development costs and ultimately 

impact the consumer (New Castle County law, for example, makes home builders responsible for 

amenity costs until reaching a certain completion rate).  Meanwhile, consumers who prefer speedy 

fulfillment of wishes for amenities over eventual community development also pose a challenge. 

Because of these high consumer and government expectations, if market conditions later deteriorate, 

subdivisions planned with extensive amenities result in substantial financial losses or completion 

problems. As a result, builders would like to see a greater share of amenity costs and thus decision-

making borne by the Home Owners' Association (HOA) or the municipality so that consumers and/or 

citizens can decide on community amenities, whether they are shared by HOA members or are ‘truly’ 

public amenities (i.e., driven and funded by local governments). 

 

Also, recent developments have ended up bearing a disproportionate burden of infrastructural 

improvement costs created by the introduction of multiple developments rather than only the most recent 

one.  The distribution of responsibility for infrastructure costs by DelDOT needs to be done more 

equitably and sensibly (for example, sidewalk requirements are more reasonable if, once built, they lead 

to specific destinations). Ed O’Donnell mentioned that DelDOT’s new ‘transportation district’ approach 

aims to address such issues. Meanwhile, it was also mentioned that to lessen sprawl, development in 

Level 1- and 2-designated areas can be incentivized by removing subsidies from Level 3 and 4 areas. In 

deprioritized areas, the burden of infrastructure improvements could then fall more heavily on the 

developer, land owner, or local government interested in the development in question. 
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Parking Requirements: There was some debate about the need for a more flexible, multi-modal, 

formula-based approach to parking requirements, countered by the report that many HOAs feel that they 

lack parking and would thus not be eager to sacrifice parking spaces for the inclusion of other 

transportation options. Kentlands (Maryland) and Seaside (Florida) were referred to as examples of the 

successful integration of multi-modal transit hubs within communities rather than at community edges, 

which can improve usage as well as resident perceptions of public transit safety. 

 

Regional /National Political Developments: Workshop participants find environmental regulations 

unrealistic in scope. For example, state initiatives to prepare for sea level rise are paving the way for 

prohibitive development restrictions. Meanwhile, the Chesapeake Bay initiative is producing new 

stormwater management regulations that unfairly target development. Environmental solutions for 

issues such as flood management are extremely important and cannot be ignored, but also need to be 

tailored to realities on the ground in Delaware.  

 

V. Wrap-Up 

Attendees were thanked for their input, informed of the future circulation of a summary for potential 

revision by those in attendance, and invited to sign up if interested in panel participation at the Fall 2013 

Summit. The meeting was then adjourned. 


